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Abstract
Participatory evaluation of aspiring sustainable schools and their pedagogical potential has recently come into focus. A few authors have made a significant start in examining schools as both environmentally and socially sustainable environments, which might simultaneously represent the ‘third teacher’. However, discussion around this idea is new in Spain. This paper describes a participatory post-occupancy study conducted with teachers and pupils in Fort Pienc School, Barcelona, Spain. Findings reveal the pedagogical potential of the school’s spaces and fabric, characterised as ‘sustainable’, and highlight the aspects that the research participants feel are performing and underperforming. The paper concludes that if we want sustainable schools to be a strategy for renovating the educational process and for leading us towards a better tomorrow globally and locally, new models for exploring the pedagogical potential of sustainable schools should be developed and the efforts of all relevant parties synchronised; from architects to governments, from pupils to teachers.
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INTRODUCTION
Faced with an ever-growing number of social, environmental and economic challenges, Wade and Parker (2008) stressed that we need to transform educational systems, because education has a central role to play in transforming our lives on the planet into more sustainable forms. Others like Gough (2005: 339) suggested that the “sustainable school is the most appropriate strategy for renovating educational processes and achieving quality education”. According to the Department for Children, Schools and Families (2008: 6) “A sustainable school prepares young people for a lifetime of sustainable living, through its teaching, fabric and its day-to-day practices. It is guided by a commitment to care: for oneself (our health and well-being); for each other (across cultures, distances and generations); and for the environment (both locally and globally).”

Across Europe, there are examples of schools designed with sustainability in mind, aiming to reduce their impact on the environment. A small number of architects and researchers have gone a step further, aiming to use school design as a vehicle to raise awareness about sustainability issues, and stimulate children to explore the same (Newton, Wilks and Hes, 2009). These environments are founded on the principle that a school’s spaces and built fabric can have an impact on, incite and even provoke learning, thus acting pedagogically as the “third teacher” (OWP/P Cannon Design, VS Furniture, and Bruce Mau Design 2010; Salama, 2009). Architects of those schools believe that “the curriculum embedded in any building instructs as fully and powerfully as any course taught in it” (Orr, 2002: 212).

Yet, even when schools are identified and labelled as ‘sustainable’, they usually address just the environmental dimension of sustainability. Although some architects believe that the school environment can act pedagogically as the ‘third teacher’, few authors have discussed how
teaching about sustainability principles can be embodied in the design of a school building. The pedagogical potential of sustainable schools is still under-researched and calls for a stronger empirical evidence base to support related practice. Participatory evaluation of such schools by teachers and pupils can provide a crucial part of this empirical picture (Khan and Kotharkar, 2012; Sanoff, 2008). Wishing to collect some more empirical evidence, develop new insights and suggestions for designing pedagogically valuable sustainable schools, the authors facilitated an evaluation of Fort Pienc (FP) school in Barcelona, Spain by teachers and pupils. The main novelty of this research is that it presents the first qualitative participatory post-occupancy evaluation of a school in Spain through the prism of sustainability and the ‘third teacher’.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Sustainable school as the “third teacher”

Relevant literature was reviewed in order to (a) develop an outline framework for understanding the ‘sustainable school as the third teacher’ concept; and (b) establish a set of sustainable school themes. This framework would in turn inform the design and analysis of the post-occupancy study. The literature review protocol determined that any publication would be included which in some form set out to describe what constitutes a sustainable school as the third teacher, with reference to the architecture and built fabric of the school environment. Relevant literature therefore included both evidence-based and practice-based studies.¹

Preliminary analysis revealed three sub-groups of literature. The discussion in the first group of studies focuses primarily on environmental sustainability issues; the possibility to reduce the environmental impact of schools. Such discussion is typically found in school design manuals that can help architects to apply the principles of energy efficient architecture, alternative energy sources, rainwater harvesting, recycled materials, cross ventilation, adequate combination of natural and electric light, etc. (see for example, CHPS, 2006; Targetzero, 2010; ASHARE, 2011).

The second group of studies consists of a number of examples that illustrate how school designs around the world were developed according to sustainability principles; again, mainly environmental. However, this group goes a step further and acknowledges the teaching potential of a school’s design and fabric. The UK’s Department for Education and Skills (2006: 9) observed that a building could be used as a “teaching tool”, while LPA (2009: 50) and Ford (2007: 6) suggested that sustainable schools could be “living laboratories” which can engage pupils and community in learning about environment and environmental stewardship on a daily basis. Gaia Architects (2005: 1) propose that sustainable school design should demonstrate and imbue in the learners awareness about sustainability issues. Additionally, Gelfand and Freed (2010: 248) argue that school facilities could be a vehicle for learning when environmental sustainability systems are visible; because transparent demonstration of sustainable behaviour has educational potential.

The third group of studies uses examples to illustrate how school design can respond to multiple sustainability themes (including and beyond the environmental), and, in addition, frames these with corresponding ideas from pedagogy. In order to inspire and provoke learning, for example, school environments should be rich in positive stimuli, initiate exchange of information, and provoke questions (Nair and Fielding, 2005). Schools should also support learning through discovery, investigation, exploration, experimentation and play (OWP/P Cannon Design, VS

¹ This paper draws upon research carried out by Marta Brković for a PhD at the University of Sheffield, School of Architecture, supervised by Prue Chiles and Rosie Parnell.
Furniture, and Bruce Mau Design 2010). According to Taylor (2009: 25) the physical environment of a sustainable school can be the “silent curriculum”, because the physical attributes of learning environments can be cues prompting learning. In this way, sustainable school buildings can be the best physical manifestation of good educational practice (Nair and Fielding, 2005).

Although a unanimous set of sustainability themes could not be identified, there was a core consensus, with a set of key sustainability themes appearing in the majority of studies. Following a process of coding, these themes were distilled as follows, reflecting the most common portrayal of the sustainability concept as a tripartite (Brković, 2013):

- social (safety and security; health; physical activity; food; sense of a community; participation; inclusion and equity; cultural diversity; sense of a place; education);
- environmental (school grounds; building construction and materials; light; ventilation, cooling and heating; water; waste and recycling; transportation; energy, new technologies); and
- economic (cost-effectiveness; operation and maintenance; new technologies and flexibility and adaptability).

This framework illustrates a broad set of agreed sustainability challenges to which every school should respond, according to the reviewed literature.

Sustainable schools in Spain

Today around five hundred schools declare themselves as “Green Schools” in Catalonia (Educational Department, 2012). Additionally, some schools have participated in the project “Creating Sustainable Schools” in order to raise awareness about sustainability through curricular and extracurricular activities (Etwinning, 2010). However, the majority of these schools address sustainability exclusively through their curriculum.

Between 2003 and 2013, thousands of schools were built in Spain using very tight time frames due to rapid rates of migration. This urgency to solve a lack of educational centers was the main reason for building new schools. During most of this period, Spanish building standards (2006) did not strongly advocate addressing sustainability issues through building design. Since 2010, Spanish school standards (Educational Ministry, 2010) and Catalan “Criteria for building new school edifices” (Educational Department 2001) have suggested including renewable energy sources, recommended reducing and managing construction waste, and proposed appropriate materials (Generalitat de Catalunya, 2006). Although, the lack of legislation in favour of sustainability is evident, there are some schools that have implemented the 2010 recommendations. To illustrate, Martinet Primary School, in Barcelona, has been designed to promote natural ventilation and reduce energy costs (Webecoist, 2011). The number of schools that use biomass is increasing (Biomass, 2011) and hundreds of schools have been built using off-site fabrication, lowering environmental impact during their production phase (Pons and Wadel, 2011). Some of these schools also use low impact materials such as wood (Bestraten and Hormias, 2009) and several schools were included as a part of a wider regional initiative to improve the energy efficiency of public buildings (European Commission Energy, 2012).

Additionally, Spanish sustainability assessment tools and methodologies are neither qualitative nor participatory. For example, VERDE is a quantitative tool not specifically intended for evaluation of educational buildings (Macias and Garcia, 2010); while MIVES (Pons and Aguado, 2012) is a quantitative methodology that has been developed by experts (architects, engineers and administrators) to assess the architectural technologies used to build the latest Spanish schools.
Challenges for the future

The application of technical and technological systems as a means to achieve environmental sustainability prevails in the discourse. Although technological solutions have contributed significantly to reducing the impact of schools on the environment, concentrating on this approach alone can lead to a fragmented approach to designing sustainable schools (Lippman, 2010: 1), ultimately neglecting the human factor in contributing to a more sustainable lifestyle. We need more research on how teachers, pupils and the other relevant users of sustainable school spaces are interacting with technical systems and, from these interactions, learn. Approaching the issue from another direction, the discourse around pedagogy, education and psychology as the basis for school design exists in a separate sphere to that around sustainable schools, with the two areas rarely engaging in dialogue.

There is a wealth of innovative ideas and experiments demonstrating how architectural design features could be used to support learning. Although the potential learning opportunities constituted by the physical fabric of a school are clear to see, very few of the relevant claims made have been supported by empirical evidence (UNESCO UIS, 2012: 58). Fischer (2005: 165) points out that “there is insufficient qualitative/deep research on the relationship between pedagogy and design of learning environments”. This is particularly true for schools designed with sustainability in mind, where pupils, teachers and other school users have rarely been engaged qualitatively in evaluating the environments that they inhabit. Clearly, a gap exists in the field between the literature on sustainable schools and that exploring schools as “third teacher”. This study begins to address this gap, offering one approach to bridging the pedagogical and the sustainable, through qualitative empirical research with school users.

RESEARCH AIMS AND METHODOLOGY

This study aims:

• to understand how teachers and pupils evaluate school design in relation to social, environmental, and economic sustainability themes; and
• to investigate how the architectural design of a school, has an impact on learning associated with sustainability issues.

These questions are examined through the prism of the sustainability themes identified through extensive literature review and analysis (see above), in the geographical and socio-political context of Spain.

As this study aims to better understand the ‘user’ perspective, a qualitative approach was chosen as an appropriate means to “document the world from the point of view of the people” (Hammersley, 1992: 165). The qualitative methods adopted here are framed as an opportunity to involve the research participants (school users) in supporting a “deeper understanding of social phenomena” (Silverman, 2008: 8); in this case, the use and inhabitation of sustainable schools as the ‘third teacher’. A case study strategy was adopted, offering the opportunity to build a rich picture of this phenomenon, in a particular context (Yin, 2008).

Setting

Fort Pienc primary school in Barcelona, Spain was chosen as the case study site. The most important criterion for selection was the architects’ intention and attempt to design a sustainable school in which the built fabric and design elements could be used for learning.

FP School is situated in the Fort Pienc neighbourhood in Barcelona’s Eixample district (Fig. 1). It is a public school which consists of a kindergarten (age 3-5 years) on the first floor, and a primary school (age 6-12) in the rest of the building. In 2006, the school moved into this building from a prefabricated one situated nearby. Today, with 3714m² it is a school for 500 pupils and 33 teachers. Together with a civic center, daycare, market, residence for elderly and library it forms the heart of the Fort Pienc community. As the whole neighbourhood lacked identity, big districts in
Barcelona were reorganised so that all the services were joined and used mutually in one community. The idea was that the school would use the civic centre facilities and vice-versa, in part to support a positive sense of community. The masterplan for the whole complex was designed by Josep Llinàs in 2000, with the school being designed later in 2005 by Pich-Aguilera Architects.

Figure 1. Fort Pienc school in Fort Pienc neighbourhood (Source: Brković, 2013)

Method and participants

The school’s head teacher was first contacted and provided with information letters and consent forms. Later on, she explained the research project, and forwarded the letters and forms to the interested teachers and pupils. All participants were volunteers. Pupils aged 10-13 years
(7 boys and 8 girls) divided into four teams participated in a photo expedition followed by a semi-structured group interview, and a game (Fig. 2). The game Spector – Sustainability Inspector was played on two different days.

Figure 2. Game board (Source: Brković, 2013)

The game consisted of four steps. The ‘Suspect’ step instructed pupils to pick from 22 cards with "suspected" sustainability topics extracted from the literature review. Each card was divided into two fields; "think about", which explained the sustainability topic and asked pupils to give their
opinion, and “answer and photograph”, which instructed pupils to photograph school spaces related to the sustainability topic on the card, based on their own opinions (Fig. 3). The ‘Inspect’ step invited pupils to take a camera and photograph evidence for their answer (Fig. 4). These photos were printed out and brought back to pupils for the second workshop. During day two, the ‘Discuss’ step signalled it was time for the board game (Fig. 5). By rolling the dice, each team of pupils moved from one field to another. When one team landed on a particular field, everyone would reveal the photos they had taken on that topic and discuss them. The ‘Detect’ step encouraged pupils to locate the space shown in their photos on a provided school plan. Besides the photo, they placed post-its with their comments (red arrow - negative comment, green arrow - positive comment and speech bubble - new ideas and recommendations for improvement). After presenting and explaining their answers the next team was ready to roll the dice. The game was played until all the photos were revealed and all sustainability issues had been discussed and mapped.

Figure 4. (Left) Pupils during suspect and inspect step of the game (Source: Pupils, 2012).
Figure 5. (Right) Pupils during discuss and detect step of the game (Source: Brković, 2013)

Figure 6. Detail of the map with teachers’ comments (Source: Brković, 2013)

In total seven female teachers participated in a semi-structured group interview with mapping. One at a time, each teacher had to draw a card showing one of the 22 sustainability topics and start the discussion. The conclusions of the discussion were written again on the post-
its and pasted next to the relevant places on the school plans provided (Fig. 6). The discussion workshops with both pupils and teachers were audio and video recorded.

**Data analysis process**

Stage one of the data analysis started with *a priori* coding (Stemler, 2001). The codes for the first level of analysis were already built into the research tool – the 22 sustainability themes extracted from the literature. The teachers’ and pupils’ positive and negative comments, suggestions for improvement, and corresponding photos were first coded in this way, followed by the transcribed interviews, this time with the help of NVivo computer program. Then all the data gathered under each sustainability theme was separately coded, allowing emergent sub-categories to be identified. In this way several key themes or messages under each topic emerged, supported by pupils’ and/or teachers’ comments and photos.

The variety of data collection methods used to address the research questions, coupled with the two separate participant groups, permitted triangulation of the results. According to Marshal and Rossman (1995: 143), this multi-method and multiple informant approach also brings the advantage that it can “greatly strengthen the study’s usefulness for other settings”. Interpretation of the data was further supported by existing theory and literature from the fields of architecture, pedagogy, and developmental and environmental psychology. This process ultimately led to the development of a key set of messages that might usefully inform the design of sustainable schools as the third teacher.

**FINDINGS**

The findings presented below are grouped according to their relevance for each sustainability theme. Translated quotations from the interviews and photos are used to evidence the key messages developed under each sustainability theme, whether these messages are supported by teachers’ comments, pupils’ or both. Pseudonyms have been used for all participants.

**Safety and Security**

The teachers and pupils in FP revealed that the position of the school within the community and their mutual connections can impact upon a sense of community, out of which a feeling of safety and security springs. Both groups explained that a myriad of activities, within the school and the civic center, support teachers, pupils and community members to work together, and get to know each other better.

Previous empirically based research has shown that knowing your neighbours and being known by them (Reay and Lucey, 2000), and building strong connections between the school and the local community (Langhout, 2004), is what helps pupils perceive certain environments as safe. Creating a safe sustainable school is the task of the whole community, where the school should be functionally integrated within the community (Atlas and Schneider 2007). In safe environments children can establish new relationships (Human Science Research Council HSRC, n.d.) and create, develop and share important local knowledge.

According to teachers, the size of the space relates to the feeling of safety and security. Teachers explained that narrow corridors easily get crowded and cause stress, strain and even vandalism (Fig. 7). An empirical study by Moore (1986) showed that high-density, crowded spaces cause psychological overexcitement; make children behave in a more aggressive, destructive, and less interactive way. In this way, the learning atmosphere can be severely disturbed.

The large majority of pupils stressed that the scariest places were in the basement where the gym is located. Luciano (pupil, 12 years), explains why:

“There’s a room for the equipment by the gym which is full of bugs and it is gross. We do not feel safe there…it’s scary when we are down there and the light is off” (Fig. 8).
This typical description pupils provided suggests that pupils associate the amount of light, the seclusion of a space and its cleanliness with their sense of fear or safety.

Edwards and Torcellini (2002) have suggested that well-lit spaces reduce fear and increase the feeling of safety. When building design produces isolated, dark spots positioned far away from supervision (Atlas and Schneider, 2007), such as a gym in the basement of this school (Fig. 8), it causes children to be fearful. The lack of cleanliness in the room for sports equipment, locker rooms and toilets made children feel unpleasant. Through incivilities and signs of disorder, what a school meta-communicates relates to pupils’ perception of (un)safety (Langhoot, 2004); transmits the message of responsibility and care, and impacts upon children’s perception of a place as (un)welcoming (Maxwell, 2000). Tackling these problems through architectural design of a sustainable school is necessary because children should feel safe, secure and calm to be able to learn.

Physical activity

Despite a series of design flaws that the pupils spotted, such as no vegetation, no shade from the sun or from rain, and no places for children who do not enjoy football and basketball, the playgrounds, inside and outside the school, were most frequently described by pupils as places that stimulate them to be physically active, and even learn. Marco, (pupil, 13 years), explained:

“We have fun everywhere on the playground, we can play, talk, exercise… sometimes we learn with teachers there… we love our time on the playground.”

As knowledge and action are interlinked, “the quickest way to activate the brain is to move” (Boys, 2011: 134). It has been argued that through physically challenging, but safe play and sport activities, children can not only stay healthy; but also learn about their bodies and the world
around them, relate to each other, establish relationships, learn to express feelings, release tensions, solve problems and use language (Malone, 2007; HSRC, n.d.). Accordingly, the playgrounds were delineated as good places for bonding, building group cohesion and developing social skills. Oriol, for example (pupil, 13 years) said: “We often play basketball and football with our teachers or with kitchen staff” (Fig. 9).

Both teachers and pupils explained that they practiced sports together, and that non-teaching staff were sometimes included. These activities on various sport fields were described as enabling them to know each other better, feel closer, communicate easier and develop a stronger sense of community. Malone (2007: 8) argues that “play and recreational use of space…support communication, cooperation, appreciation, and responsibility”.

Food
All the pupils agreed that the raised beds are a valuable learning resource; they helped them socialise, demonstrate their skills and abilities. Simone (pupil 12 years) clarified why:

“We like the garden because we grow plants and learn about healthy eating, we play and have fun there…we are proud to have a garden…the vegetables we eat when they are grown make us healthy” (Fig. 10).

The children praised the raised beds not just because the food produced there made them feel healthy, but also because the activities around them helped them to learn and socialise. They all agreed that the activities around the raised garden beds were connected to the curriculum, and many parents and community members came to work with pupils there. On the other hand, what pupils reported as problematic was the fact that teachers saw the activities around cultivating plants and vegetables as fun and entertaining activities for the younger pupils, without also recognising them as serious learning opportunities.
Figure 10. Raised beds for planting in FP school (Source: Pupils, 2012)

The quality of food has an impact upon children’s health and consequently their ability to concentrate and learn in school (WHO, 2008). The activities around the raised beds present an opportunity for pupils to learn new skills, feel a sense of power, feel important to the community (HSRC, n.d.) and enable them to socialise and build group cohesion (WHO, 2008). The opportunity to take care of their environment offers a chance for children to exercise responsibility (Desmond et al. 2004). Being in direct contact with nature, they are becoming sensitive to their environment and can develop skills for stewardship (Chawla, 2002). It could be concluded that food-growing facilities can be a valuable learning tool only when the learning activities around them are well-structured, connection to the curriculum is clear, and the roles and responsibilities of teachers, pupils and community members are well defined.

A sense of community

Interviews with teachers and pupils revealed that the position of the school within the community and the joint use of the facilities by school and the local neighbours are what foster the development of a sense of community. The “joint space use” strategy, alongside the limited space within the school, caused the teaching and learning to be taken outside the school walls. Trying to be as resourceful as possible, the school was using two nearby parks, Barcelona’s North Bus Station and all the facilities within the block (the square, the civic center, the children’s
center and the library) for curricular and extracurricular activities such as dance and theatre performances, recitals, concerts, fundraising for school trips, parties, parents’ meetings, and school exhibitions. Community members also had a strong presence within the school. Teachers and pupils explained that a native Pennsylvanian female student, living in the neighbourhood, regularly gave English classes to the children. Parents and community members introduced their professions to pupils, planted, cultivated herbs, vegetables, and fruit in the garden, and decorated the school. Such a rich array of activity with and by wider community members underpinned the general positive comments about the school, such as this from Julia (pupil, 12 years):

“Here we are all good friends...we have good relationships”.

Favourably positioned in the heart of the neighbourhood, this school is tightly interwoven into the community milieu. A multitude of activities in various school and civic center facilities are helping children to develop strong bonds, a sense of belonging, caring and responsibility. These close ties with the community can support both social and ethical development (Rigolon and Alloway, 2011).

The size of spaces and the opportunity for the levels of privacy to be regulated, strongly emerged as factors determining how successfully a certain space impacted upon the development of a sense of community. In FP, during the school breaks, many pupils could be found seated together in groups in different corners of the playground (under the stairs in the yard, behind the fences of the stairs, etc.) secretly whispering and playing games (Fig. 11). Eva (pupil, 13 years) observed:

“We all really like the tables at the end of the playground, we like to sit on the benches...there we can play and talk with our friends in peace”, and Alba (pupil, 12 years) added, “We like to sit in a corner and talk about our things”.

Pupils preferred smaller, tucked in and out of the way places, where they can discuss things important to them. Yet, it was identified as a problem that the school lacks purposely designed small, calm and private niches that could stimulate encounters between the pupils and teachers.

Schools, like other (semi)public spaces, should allow levels of individual and group privacy to be regulated, as a uniform degree of intimacy decreases the possibilities for subtle interactions (Alexander, 1977). Beside the levels of privacy, the size of the space can have a crucial impact on social actions and interactions (Bell, 2006). Having a variety of smaller scale, lower height, tucked in spaces in schools enables encounters to happen naturally (Pasalar, 2004), and invite children to stop and communicate (Day, 2007). Empirical evidence shows that so-called “retreat and refuge shelters” can help children escape from intense everyday stimulation in school, offering an opportunity for pupils to form strong relationships and connections, discuss sensitive issues and learn to understand each other (Moore, 1986).
Inclusion

Both teachers and pupils were quick to point out how school design is hindering or promoting inclusion. While toilets for disabled people, lifts and ramps were delineated as features that promote inclusion (because everyone, regardless of their abilities can use them; e.g. pupils in wheelchairs, as well as pupils with a temporary leg injury); small and narrow spaces were named as obstacles that made movement cumbersome for wheelchair users. For example Agatha (teacher, 42 years) complained:

“There is not enough room, classrooms are small and corridors are very narrow...it [moving around] is not easy.”

Teachers explained that having children in wheelchairs in the school who will constantly have to be accompanied by teachers or fellow pupils in order to be able to move around, is no different than pointing a finger at those children. This implies that inclusion depends on compatibility between the functional capacities of a person or a group and their environment (Iwarsson and Stahl, 2003). Additionally, it has been argued that spatial relations can represent and reproduce social relations (Malone, 2007). In this way physical barriers can be transformed into social, emotional and mental ones. Hence, inclusive design has to take into account not just physical access, but emotional and intellectual issues as well (CABE, 2006).
Pupils’ comments and discussion revealed that feelings of inclusion or exclusion can be developed through (physical) activities in school yard, thus further weaken or strengthen a sense of community. All pupils stressed that during playtime, some of their friends were left out because football and basketball courts take up the whole outer yard. Some of them did not enjoy playing these sports, and some of them were not able to due to their disabilities. Diego (pupil, 13 years) commented: “There should be a place for people who do not play football or basketball… something, some activities for them to do” (Fig. 12).

Figure 12. Pupils who do not play football and basketball are left aside (Source: Pupils, 2012)

Tackling this problem through design and providing enough space with various engaging (physical) activities for everyone is crucial, because on sport fields and playgrounds children receive affirmation, gain visibility and respect from their peers (Atensio, 2007: 115). Engaging in physical activities, pupils take up certain roles, make judgments about themselves and others, and in this way construct their identities. According to CABE (2006), participation in physical activities impacts upon interpersonal relationships among children, as well as development of social hierarchy. These hierarchies in turn impact upon inclusion or exclusion.

A sense of place
The design of the facades and entrances emerged as an important element communicating a sense of place. According to teachers, the physical characteristics should correspond to the schools’ ethos. Yet the way FP feels and looks outside and inside is not representative of the schools’ pedagogical ideas, its strength in the art, music and environmental curriculum, or its core values and beliefs. The entrances are very small and unable to demonstrate the welcoming spirit of the school. By strictly following the language of the block, today the school building has
completely blended in, and there are no visual clues that behind these facades there is a school (see Fig. 1 above). It is been argued that by contrast, a carefully designed, authentic aesthetic for a school façade can attract attention and also transmit the values and the pedagogical ideas of the school, providing in-part the identity of a school and signalling how a community values education (Walden, 2009). Also the design of entrances is important as it can determine the type of messages and the pace of interactions cherished at schools (Ogden et al, 2010).

School design should be a skilful interpretation of the ideas, wishes and beliefs of school members, in order to contribute to a sense of place. Teachers explained that due to the tight budget, out-dated and strict government educational standards, the school today does not communicate their primary idea that learning happens everywhere and that all learning styles are supported. Additionally, pupils’ opinions on the overall look and form of the school were divided:

“There are other schools that are better, bigger and nicer” - Marco, 12 years;
“It has a strange shape” - Paolo, 13 years;
“The shape of the building is ok and the colours are very nice” - Celia, 14 years;
“I think the shape is a unique shape” - Gracia, 12 years.

Pupils could not name any distinguishing characteristic of their school space, explain how it was unique or special, explain how the school space made them feel, whether or not they were attached to it and whether it was personally significant to them. It is crucial that a school space is representative of a school’s values and users’ identities, because, as Proshansky, Fabian, and Kaminoff (1983) argue, place identity impacts upon a person’s self-identity and vice-versa.

**Light, ventilation, and cooling/heating**

Evidence from the interview with teachers and pupils suggests that light and ventilation, cooling and heating issues should be carefully designed from the start. It emerged that design oversights in this realm can have a negative impact on learning and working, and translate into extra spending. For example, Agatha (teacher, 37) commented: “Because we cannot move the blinds outside we had to buy curtains and movable blinds for the inside.”

Figure 13. Façade with unmovable blinds with a bus station in front (Source: Pupils, 2012)
The large majority of pupils and teachers complained that some windows could not be used due to the busy bus station below, exhaust fumes and very high noise levels (Fig.13). Immovable blinds over large glass surfaces were ineffective, making the spaces too bright and too hot, especially during warm months. These oversights translated into extra spending to try to overcome the problems. Such issues should clearly be taken into consideration from the outset, because poor environmental conditions have been shown to negatively influence children’s cognitive development and cause underperformance on academic tests (Cohen et al, 1980).

**Materials, construction, and energy**

The pupils had easily picked up information about environmental sustainability issues from their school environment, despite not using the full potential of a school building as a teaching tool. Pupils were able to recognise sun blinds and sun protection panels as features that help the building remain cool, and reduce the electric energy needed for cooling; “push on taps” as part of the water saving strategy; and solar panels for water heating. Additionally, they reported a variety of behaviours that wasted energy and water and suggested many improvements in order to make their school more sustainable.

**Flexibility and adaptability**

When the flexibility and adaptability of school spaces is not a product of strategic design, but rather a necessary result of the lack of space, the quality of learning in those spaces could be compromised. A typical complaint of pupils was like the one from Martin (pupil, 10):

“the science classroom should be the science classroom and should be used as the science classroom!”.

Both the teachers and pupils strongly agreed that the lack of space within the school forces teachers to constantly change venues for some classes and to hold them in inappropriate spaces for the subject, for example, the kindergarten bedroom is used for music lessons and the science classroom for dance lessons. (Fig.14). This very often causes confusion among the children.

Figure 14. Kindergarten room for sleeping is also used for music lessons (Source: Pupils, 2012)

If we want to use sustainable school buildings as tools supporting exploration and learning, such conflicts should be avoided. Instead, resource-rich, flexible and easily arrangeable spaces in schools should be carefully designed as they can support social and emotional learning, practical experience, reflection and action, work in large groups or individual and quiet study - different intelligences, needs and learning styles (Nair and Fielding, 2005). Such spaces give pupils an opportunity to manipulate space, build responsibility, pride, and have an active role in
their learning process. In such settings, children are more active and engage themselves in more diverse activities (Cohen et al, 1987).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this qualitative study, giving a rich picture with greater depth of understanding has been a priority, instead of generalisation. The discovery of meaning that different participants ascribed, as a way of identifying important issues, was crucial. So that the key messages are made valuable for other settings, they were triangulated with a wide variety of literature available. However, further studies exploring sustainable schools designed to act as the “third teacher” are needed to strengthen our understanding of this field. Despite these limitations, the findings of this study could help us in future to design pedagogically more valuable sustainable schools.

The way school design addresses some of the sustainability issues here identified through literature review, can directly or indirectly act pedagogically. The raised beds in the school present an architectural response to growing demand for places where children might learn experientially about healthy nutrition and plants growing. Engaging with these features, through various activities, pupils can learn from those engagements. On the other hand, the way school design responds to a variety of safety and security issues, or a sense of community, indirectly contributes to the quality of the learning atmosphere within the school.

The layout, the design features, technical and technological installations should emerge from the contextual challenges, and should be in accordance with teaching and learning activities, methods, and approaches, so as to be pedagogically valuable. During the design phase in FP teachers suggested incorporating some technical systems that could be used as a three-dimensional teaching tool; however, due to the out-dated school building standards, architects could not translate this into design. Today, school building fabric does not correspond completely to teachers’ pedagogic vision and is not used enough for learning.

School spaces able to act as “the third teacher” were the ones where place, participants in the learning process, and learning activities were well connected and mutually interconnected. Pupils and teachers valued these places for what they could become through use. To illustrate, a very important factor impacting upon the pupil’s perception of safety in FP was the way teachers, neighbours, and parents work, take care, and protect the pupils. In this case, pupils associated space with the people and their close-knit relationships. Additionally, both the teachers and pupils in FP valued the garden and the places around the school (e.g. the plaza, the park) because they knew how to use these spaces and adapt them for various activities. The participants in this study associated space with activities occurring in them. Therefore, school space should not be seen just as physical entity, but as social and activity-based as well. The physical design of a school space is not the only factor determining how successfully a certain space can facilitate learning. The design of the physical fabric should be in tune with the curriculum, the type of activities, and the engagement of teachers and pupils, to act pedagogically.

Lastly, architects’ designs and visions do not translate directly into learning experiences of occupants. Even when architects integrate design features and installations, which have pedagogical potential, such as solar water heaters in FP, they should not assume that this is enough to incite learning. Choreographed space uses, taking into account the space, the participants in the learning process, and the activities, should be developed to support pupils and teachers to skilfully and knowledgeably transform their school space according to their needs, wishes and teaching and learning methods. The transformation process during the inhabitation could become a learning process through which occupants explore, get to know and positively appropriate their environment.

Focusing the discussion on Spain, many recently built schools have been constructed following tight time frames and low budgets. Though the economic situation carries strong limits,
schools should be pedagogically significant, leaving the opportunity for users to adapt, modify and personalise the environment. Collaborative efforts are needed to work towards this goal. Architects need to develop critical thinking in this area and be allowed to contribute to the debate at a policy level as well as at the local design level. In schools of architecture there is potential for the curriculum to more deeply and fully embrace sustainability and to support dialogue between sustainability and pedagogically significant theories. School building standards require modernisation to support both sustainability and pedagogy. Participatory school design and strong collaboration needs to be developed between educational departments, pedagogues, psychologists, architects and school communities to both build new schools and reconstruct old ones. Without such changes, there will be no significant improvement, the pedagogical potential of school buildings will remain underdeveloped and sustainable schools will remain isolated sporadic cases of good practice, as they are now, being an exception rather than the rule.
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